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An inequality due to the fir st and third authors, whic h co mple me nts the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequal· 
ity, is shown equiva lent to a result of Rennie . A more general ine quality due to the fir st and third 
authors, which comple me nts th at of Holde r, is proven equiva le nt to a pre viou s ly publis hed ge ne ral
ization of Re nnie's Ineq ualit y. 

Although the inequaliti es treated below have di s
cre te analogs [2; 4] 2 as well as Hilbert s pace o pe ra tor 
analogs l6J, we s hall present only the integral vers ions. 
The symbol I will d e note integratio n over a fix e d to
tally finite measure s pace, the exis te nce and finit e
n ess of the vari ous de finite integrals involved being 
assumed throughout. M and m stand for real num
b ers with M > m. 

In [2; 5], Diaz and Me tcalf give the following result 
for real-valued functions f and g with the former non
vanishing: If 

m ~ g/f ~ M (1) 

almost everywhere, then 

I(g2) + mMI(f2) ~ (M + m)I(fg) (2) 

with equality if and only if 

(M - g/f)(g/f - m) = 0 (3) 

almost everywhere. Since (2) gives a lower bound 
for the " inner product" I(fg) in terms of the squares of 
the " norms" {l((2)}1/2 and {I(g2)} 1/2, it can be regarded 
as a comple m e nt to the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality 

whic h yields an upper bound for the inner product in 
term s of the norms. 

In [11] , Re nnie shows for a real-valued func tion F 
that if 

0 < m ~ F~ M (4) 

almost everywhere, then 
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I (F ) + MmI(F- J) ~ (M + m)I(I ) (5) 

with equality if and only if 

(M - F )(F- m)= O (6) 

almost everywhere_ Our firs t a im in thi s note is to 
ex hibit the equivalence be tween Re nnie's Inequ ality 
a nd the one give n in the las t paragra ph . 

Firs t, s uppose it "give n" tha t (1) implies (2) . If 
F obeys (4), we can se t 

g= F1 /2,f=F- J/2 

in (2) to obtain (5), and can o bse rve tha t (3) applies if 
and only if (6) does. 

Second, suppose it "give n" that (4) implies (5). Le t 
f and g obey (1), and initi ally assum e m > O. The n 
fg > 0 almost everywhe re, so that from the original 
measure /.L we can obtain a new measure /.L ' give n by 

/.L' (5) = /(jgCs) 

where Cs is the characteristic function of S. Let [' 
de note integration over the entire space with resp ec t 
to /.L' . Then f and g obey (1) almost e ve rywhe re (/.L') 
as well as (/.L), so that (4) with F = g/f yields from (5) 

['(g/f) + Mm['(j/g) ~ (M + m)[,(1) 

whic h is equivale nt to the desired result (2)_ More
over equality hold s in (2) if and only if it holds almost 
e verywhere (/.L ') in (6), he nce iff it holds almost every
where (/.L ') in (3), thus iff it holds almost everywhere 
(/.L) in (3). 

If the hypothesis m > 0 is dropped, we need only 
c hoose a real number c so large that m + c > 0, and 
replace (1) with its consequence 

0 < m+c ~ (g+cf)/f~ M +c. 
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By the case just treated we have almost everywhere, then 

I((g + eff) + (m + e)(M + e )[(P) (QP - QP-I)I(fP) ::S (QP -1)I(fhP- I) - (QP-I -1)I(hP) (12) 
~ (M + e + m+ c)I(j(g+ cf)) 

with equality if and only if (3) holds almost everywhere. 
The terms in e on both sides of this last inequality 
(after expansion) are identical, and can be subtracted 
off to obtain the desired result (2). This completes the 
proof of equivalence. 

Now let p and q be real numbers which are " Holder
conjugate," i.e ., 

p > 0, q > 0, p - I + q- I = 1. (7) 

In l3], Diaz and Metcalf announced the discrete ana
log of the following result for a positive-valued func
tion f and a nonnegative-valued function g: If 

(8) 

almost everywhere, then 

(M - m) - I(MP - I- m P- I)I(gQ) 

with equality if and only if 

(10) 

almost everywhere. Since (9) gives a lower bound for 
the " bilinear product" lUg) in terms of the "conju· 
gate norms" {J(/I))}I /p and {I(g<J)}1 /Q, it can be regarded 
as a complement to the Holder Inequality 

which yields a corresponding upper bound. Note 
that (1) and (2) constitute the special case p = q = 2 
of this result. 

We shall find it convenient to "normalize" this 
result by a technique which fails in case m = 0, and 
therefore note in advance that an elementary proof 
is available in case m = 0: From (8) we obtain ° ::S g<J ::S MPjP, so that 

g<J=g<J- I. g=(g<J)(q- I)/q. g=(g<J)I /P. g::S Mfg 

almost everywhere, implying 

I(g<J) ~ Mlifg) 

which is equivalent to (9) with m = 0; (10) also comes 
out right. 

Assuming now that m> 0 in (8), we "normalize" by 
replacing m by 1, M by the constant Q=M/m> 1, 
and g by the function h = g/m. The equivalent nor

_ malized version of the result [3] then reads as follows: 
If p > 1, and if the positive-valued functions f and h 
satisfy 

with equality if and only if 

(Q - h/f)(h/f - 1) = 0 (13) 

almost everywhere. Here p > 1 is the necessary and 
sufficient condition for p to be related to some q as in 
(7). 

In [8], Goldman proved and presented as a normal
ized generalization of Rennie 's Inequality, the follow
ing result, which turns out to have been anticipated 
by Rennie himself (see example 1 of [12]) and also to 
appear in recent work of A. W . Marshall and I. Olkin 
[10]: Let sand r be real numbers satisfying 

s > r, sr "'" o. (14) 

If the function F satisfies 

1 ::s F~Q (IS) 

almost everywhere, then 

(QS - Qr)I(I) ::S (Qs -1)I(P) - (QI' -1)I(P) if sr > 0, 
(16a) 

(Qs - Qr)I(l) ~ (Qs - I)I(P) - (Qr - 1)I(P) if sr < 0, 
(16b) 

with equality if and only if 

(Q-F)(F-l)=O (17) 

almost everywhere. (The additional normalization 
1(1) = 1 was assumed in [8].) Our second aim is to 
exhibit the equivalence between this result and the 
one given in the last paragraph. 

First assume it "given" that (11) implies (12). Let 
F obey (15), and suppose initially that s > r> o. Intro
duce the numbers 

p=s/(s-r) > 1, Q=Qs-r 

so that 

QP = QS, (jP - I = Qr, 

and (IS) implies that 1 ::S p -r ::S Q almost everywhere. 
Application of (12) with Q replacing Q, h=p- r, and 
f= 1, yields (16a) as desired. The argument shows 
that equality holds in (16a) if and only if the analog 

(Q - p - r)(p- r -1) = 0 

of (13) holds almost everywhere, which is equivalent 
to (17). 

Next suppose ° > s > r, and set 

1 ~ h/f ~ Q (11) 
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so that 

s' > r' > O,I ,,;;: F ,,;;: Q. 

By the case of (16a) already proved, 

(Q- " - Q- S)1(1) ,,;;: (Q- 1" -1)1(F-S) - (Q-s -l)1(F- 1"). (18) 

i.e., 

(Q - r - Q-S)1(1) ,,;;: (Q - 1" - Q - r-s) 1(F'") - (Q - s - Q- r-s)1(P) 

which is equivalent to (16a) after multiplication by 
Q s H . Furthermore, equality holds if and only if 

(Q- F)(F-l) =0 

almost everywhere , which is seen to be equivale nt to 
(17) afte r multiplying the first factor by FQ - 1 > 0 and 
the second by F > O. 

Finally suppose s > 0 > r, a nd se t 

s' = s - r,r' =- r, 

so that 5' > r' > O. Introduce a new measure j.L ' (and 
correspondi ng i ntegraLion 1' ) related to the original 
measure j.L by 

j.L '(S) = Q'1(F'"Cs). 

Then (1 5) holds almost everywhere (j.L' ) since it holds 
almost everywhere (j.L); applying the already· prove n 
(16a) with s' a nd r' re placing sand r yields 

(Qs-r _ Q- r) 1'(I) ,,;;: (Qs- r - 1)1'(F- r) - (Q - r -1)1'(P- 1"), 

or equivalently 

which is in turn equivale nt to the desired result (16b), 
the condition for equality also working out correc tly. 

Second, assume it "give n" that (15) impli es (16) . 
Suppose that hand f sati sfy (11) and that p > 1. Intro· 
duce a new meas ure j.L ' (and corresponding integration 
1') related to the original measure j.L by 

j.L '(S) = 1(jl'Cs). 

Taking F=h/fin (15) with s = p and r =p-l leads 
via (16a) to 

which is equivalent to the desired res ult (12), the con· 
dition for equality al so working out correc tly. This 
completes the equivalence proof. 

Two final remarks are in order. First, a number of 
known inequalities can be obtained by weake ning 
the ones given here or their di sc re te or ope rator 
analogs, e.g., by applying to one side the relation be· 
tween arithmetic and geometric means. This par· 
ticular process whe n applied to (16) yields the upper 
bounds for ratios of weighted means obtained by Cargo 
and Shisha [1], as was noted in [8] and [12]; when 
applied to (9) it yields an inequality due to Gheorghiu 
[7], which our results therefore show to be equivalent 
to the Cargo-Shisha bounds. The specifics for othe r 
corollaries are given in the papers cited. Second, 
the justification for the measure· theoreti c ma neuvers 
e mployed (the transitions between j.L and / , a nd j.L ' 
and 1') is suppli ed by appeal to Halmos [9; p. 134]. 
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